FA ST FAC T

SG96 DOZER BLADE

AVAILABLE ONLY ON
333G SMARTGRADE CTL

CUT AND GRADE
HAVE IT BOTH WAYS.

John Deere-designed and -built SG96 dozer blade for the 333G
SmartGrade™ Compact Track Loader is tough enough to cut grade,
but it can also smoothly spread or fine-grade materials precisely
where they need to go. Leveraging heavy-duty components and a
configuration comparable to our proven crawler dozer blades, this
six-way solution includes a reversible three-piece bolt-on cutting
edge to deliver reliable uptime and wear life.

IN A TIGHT SPOT
Designed for productive flexibility,
the SG96 power-angle-tilt (PAT)
dozer blade angles 24 degrees
to the left or right and tilts eight
degrees up or down so you can
maneuver in tight spaces and dig
in as needed.

IT HARDLY SEEMS
LIKE WORK
The SG96 works in conjunction with
EZGrade technology to reduce the
level of effort needed to control the
blade, minimizing operator fatigue.

PRESSURE PLAYER
Shimmed ball-and-socket pivot design
and spherical bearings provide tight
blade performance over time.

MAKE THE SWITCH
No additional tools are required to
change between the SG96 dozer blade
and the other attachments in your fleet.

POWERFUL
PRECISION
Robust cylinders with heavy-duty wiper
seals power the SG96 through piles
and rough grades, yet are responsive
enough for accurate finish grading.

OPTIONAL
EXTRAS
Box work tool can boost the blade‘s
capability to carry and distribute
material. For hard ground conditions,
an available scarifier helps loosen
compacted soil.

PROVEN
COMPATIBILITY
Integrated JDLink™ provides real-time
machine data and alerts to help
maximize productivity, efficiency,
and uptime. To optimize uptime
and lower costs, JDLink also enables
John Deere Connected Support™.
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Key Specifications

SG96 Power-Angle-Tilt (PAT)

Blade Width

2440 mm (96 in.)

Blade Height

740 mm (29 in.)

SAE Capacity

1.18 m3 (1.54 cu. yd.)

Weight

640 kg (1,400 lb.)

Blade Angle

±24 deg.

Overall Width With Blade Angled

2258 mm (88 in.)
±8 deg.

Blade Tilt
Cut Reach
Width Over Track
Cast Reach

DKASG96CCE Litho in U.S.A. (21-02)

With 400-mm (15.8 in.) Narrow Track

With 450-mm (17.7 in.) Wide Track

15.3 mm (0.6 in.)
2000 mm (78.9 in.)
246 mm (9.7 in.)

–22.2 mm (–0.8 in.)
2047 mm (80.7 in.)
223.8 mm (8.8 in.)

